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                Complete Travel 
and
 Visa Center

                
                
                    Complete Travel & Visa Center (CTVC) is a visa-passport agency that has been successfully working with international travelers since 1988 in understanding just what is specifically required of them in order to gain passage and entrance into a foreign country.

            

        

    

    




    

    

    

    
        Contact us

        
            In a hurry? Simply fill the contact form, and we will call you back asap!
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                        VISAS

                        
                            CTVC provides visa services for U.S. citizens and for U.S. permanent residents for over 100 countries where an entry visa is required.

                    

                    
                            Learn More
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                            PASSPORTS

                        
                            CTVC works for you to advance new U.S. passports, passport renewals and passport amendments (name changes).

                    

                    
                            Learn More
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                        Join us

                    
                        
                        Let our hard work be a part of your success
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It has been said that a pretty face is a passport. But it's not, it's a visa, and it runs out fast. Julie Burchill

                                   Having issues with getting a visa? A deadline too tight? Do not stress, talk to us.  
                                   
                                
                            

                        


                        
                            
                                     
                                
                                    
                                        Passports

                                

                            
                

                            
                                
                                    
There is nothing more miserable in the world than to arrive in paradise and look like your passport photo. Emma Bombeck

                                    If your passport expired, don't panic! We are here to help you out.
                                    
                                 
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
 
    
          




    

    

    
        
            
                
                    What we did

                In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, we have proudly assisted the Stars of the Summit Series apply and obtain their visas to Russia. Due to the valiant efforts of our managers, the Summit Series 40th Anniversary games took place in Russia and Canada.
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                                    Happy clients

                                
                                    Over the decades, CTVC has assisted over 10000 business and individuals with their travel requirements. 
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                                Finished visas

                                
                                    Full visa processing service at your fingertips. 
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                                Employees
                                

                                
                                        We are dedicated to our clients, and  always happy to help you.
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                                Years

                                
                                         We have just celebrated our anniversary. Three decades, is a long way, which could not have been made without our loyal and valued customers.
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                    SEE MORE
                    

            

            
                Learn more about us

                
            

        

    





    

    
    
        
            
                Our clients say:
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                           Julia and Olga are miracle workers! My passport expired and I had a flight to China to catch. The ladies made it! They even delivered my passport with the visa to JFK before my connecting flight.
                        

                    

                    
                        M. James
                        

                        
                               Owner
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                        Thank you so much for getting a Brazilian and Chinese Visa so quickly. I can see why you were recommend to me, and it is likely that I will use your services again in the future - probably soon. You did a great job, and we appreciate the effectiveness and efficiency.  
                        

                    

                    
                        Mike W.
                        

                        
                               Developer
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                        Thank you and all your staff for helping to get Derek to his destination.  
                        

                    

                    
                        Rhonda
                        

                        
                               Mother
                        
                    

                

            





            

            

            
        

    
   




    

    
    


    
        
            
                
                    Join us!
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                    Address
                    

                    
420 Lexington Ave., Suite 1402, 
                    
NEW YORK, NY 10170
                    

                    

                    
Contacts
                    

                    
Email: info@ctvc.cc
                    
Phone: +1 (212) 233-3332
                    
Fax: +1 (212) 233-0916
                

            

            
                
                    Links
                    

                    
Apostille
                    
Blog Apostille
                    

                    
Feedback
                    

                    
More then 10000 satisfied clients, 30 years.
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